
Canvas
Learning Management System

An introduction for Upper Division Parents



Web Interface: Accessing Canvas
Parents access Canvas through the Open Portal:

1. Go to open.avenues.org
2. Log in with your parent credentials.
3. Click on Tools
4. Scroll down to the Canvas LMS section and click the link to Canvas LMS



Web Interface: Notifications
Canvas can send a variety of notifications to your email or your phone.  You can update your notifications 

under Account >> Notifications.  We recommend parents turn off the majority of notifications.  The two 

notifications you will likely be interested in using are:

← this will notify you of new assignments

← this will notify you when an assignment is marked



Web Interface: Course Information
When you open a course page on Canvas, you have a number of options for exploring information about the 

class.

Home The classes designated home page which gives an overview of the class.

Syllabus The most comprehensive information about the class including the learning 
outcomes, expectations, grading policy, and contact information.

Assignments A list of all class assignment.

Grades A list of all class assignments with details about submissions, completion, and 
feedback.

Modules Some teachers organize day-to-day course content in modules.

Pages Some teachers organize day-to-day course content on pages.



Web Interface: Grades
As we transition to Canvas this fall, teachers will be sharing information about assignment completion, but 

not assignment grades.  Once teachers and students have fully acclimated to the new system, we anticipate 

posting assignment grades to Canvas.

Status for online submissions only

✓= Complete    ⨉ = Incomplete

Comments & 
rubric feedback

IGNORE: Always 0



Web Interface: Grades Update (coming soon)

Based on feedback from students, teachers, and parents, we are updating the middle grades interface to 

include more information about assignment timelines.  We will be replacing ✓ and ⨉ with the following scale:

SOT - on time SL1 - 1 class late SL3 - 3 classes late SL4+ - more than 4 classes late

M - missing SL2 - 2 classes late SL4 - 4 classes late EX - excused

(0) SL1

(0) M

(0) SOT

(0) SL2



Web Interface: Grades: Learning Mastery
Many classes are using Canvas’ Learning Mastery (or outcomes-based) assessment system.  For these 

classes, you will see a link to the Learning Mastery gradebook, which gives you insight into your student's 

current level of understanding in each of the class’s learning outcomes.

Meeting 
expectations

Approaching 
expectations

Number of 
assessments



You can click on the “Alignments” link to see your student’s progress over time for that learning outcome.

Web Interface: Grades: Learning Mastery

2.65

We will be holding a parent coffee/workshop dedicated to Mastery-based grading in October.  Stay tuned.



Mobile Interface: Accessing the Parent App
DISCLAIMER: The Canvas Parent app is early in its development and does not 
accurately report teacher grades and feedback.  We recommend that you not use 
the Canvas Parent app at this time.  If you must use it, keep in mind that it should 
only be used to access assignments and due dates, not grades and feedback.

Canvas has a custom iOS and Android app for parents.  Search for “Canvas Parent” in your app store to 

install.  Once you have the app, you can follow the steps on the next three pages to access your student in 

Canvas.  Note one step involves your student’s @avenues.org Gmail credentials.



Mobile Interface: Accessing the Parent App
Open the Canvas Parent app and use your Avenues Open credentials to log in...



Scroll to Tools, then to Canvas LMS.  To link to your student, log in with his/her @avenues.org Gmail account.

Mobile Interface: Accessing the Parent App



Mobile Interface: Assignments
The only current  use of the mobile interface is the Week view, 

which gives you an overview of your student’s assignments for the 

week.  

Note that the app’s indicators of missing and submitted work and 
notifications only apply to online submissions and DO NOT accurately 
reflect what the teacher has recorded.  Please use the Web Interface to 
monitor assignment completion and feedback. 


